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Let S be a compact set of real numbers and let P be any n-dimensional space 
of continuous functions defined on S. The “approximation index” for P may 
be defined as 
yEa; 7:; ye-y I .tW - ~(4 I 
(where 9 is the class off(x) such that If(x) --f(u)] G Ix - yl for all x, y). 
It is known [2] that the smallest possible value for this approximation index 
over all possible choices of P is given exactly by &,(S), where E,(S), the 
“massivity” of S, is defined by 
This massivity, thus defined in a purely geometric way, gives the absolute 
lower bound for the degrees of approximation by various function spaces. 
For example, when S is the unit interval, E, is identically equal to 1 /n, and thus 
the lower bound is 1/2n. Viewed in this light, Jackson’s theorem [I] takes on 
a special significance. It says here that for P the polynomials of degree -C n, 
the approximation index is G l/n and this is, aside from some constant factor, 
the same as the absolute lower bound 1/2n! In loose language we can say that 
on the unit interval polynomials are essentially as useful for approximation 
as any other space of functions. 
DEFINITION. We say that polynomials are efficient on the set S if the 
approximation index for the polynomials of degree -C n is bounded by AE,(S) 
for all n with A independent of n. 
Thus Jackson’s theorem says that polynomials are efficient on intervals. 
On what other sets? 
In this context sets of positive measure offer no new interest. They are 
sufficiently like intervals for efficiency to follow directly from Jackson’s 
theorem. We go to the opposite extreme then and consider sets S which are 
mere sequences. Indeed, our sets will all consist of 0 and a sequence {x,,} which 
decreases to 0. We are able to show that polynomials are efficient for the 
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common garden variety sequences such as l/n”, logs@ + 1)/n=, l/2”, l/n!, etc., 
and indeed, for all sequences with a “regular” growth pattern. We will then 
show by a counterexample that if a sequence does not have sufficiently 
“regular” growth, efficiency can fail. 
Our main positive result is 
THEOREM 1. Polynomials are eficient on (0;~“) if {x,} is logarithmically 
convex. 
Since this does not include sequences uch as l/n!, we will also provide a 
complementary result, namely 
THEOREM 2. Polynomials are eficient on (0;~“) if x,,+,/x,, < c -K 1. 
(Together these theorems capture all the nameable sequences!) 
It is pleasant o look at special cases. For example, when x,, = l/n we obtain 
the following: Forf(x) E Y there exists P(x) of degree < n such that 
lf(k)-P($l<s forallk=1,2,3,.... 
By the usual trick of preapproximation by polygonal functions, this can be 
elevated to: For any continuousf(x) there exists P(x) of degree -C n such that 
ifG)-Pi+ for all k, 
(UJ~ denoting the modulus of continuity off(x)). 
Similarly, we can produce an endless variety of such theorems. In terse 
form some of these read 
jf(exp-k”2) - P(exp-k’/2)1 G Auf --&exp-n112), 
1 f (k-“) - P(k-*)I < Awf(n-(lir)), 
if(A) -p(A)1 GAwf (i) 3 
and of course, in all cases these are best possible estimates! 
Since the proof of Theorem 1 is a bit long, let us give this preview of it. 
Our job is to produce a good approximation to a given f(x) E Y. We do this 
by obtaining an interpolating polynomial at the first few points xi, x2, . . ., x,,, 
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of S, and then a Jackson polynomial on the whole remaining interval [O,s,-,]. 
These two polynomials are then fused together to produce the required 
approximator. The right choice of HZ and the “fusing” procedure constitute 
the bulk of the proof. 
Before we can accomplish this project, however, we require certain preli- 
minaries. Our first lemma yields a handy way of determining the exact order 
of magnitude of E,. (For example, it gives Ilnlogiz for the sequence I/logn, 
1/n’/2exp-n ‘I* for the sequence xp-n”*, l/2” for l/2”, etc.) 
Let us define 
6, = min +” 
,<k<“n-kkf* 
LEMMA 1. We always hare E, G 6,. Zf the sequence x, is convex, then we hare 
in addition, E, 2 $6,. 
Proof: Let there be given any n + 1 members of S, and let k be any integer 
in [l,n]. Since the interval (&,x1] contains at most k - 1 of these members, 
the interval [0,x,] must contain at least n - k + 2 of them. By the “pigeon 
hole principle”, two of these must have mutual distance <x,/n - k + 1. It 
follows that E, G &/n - k + 1, and since k was arbitrary, that E, =G 8,. 
Now assume that the sequence x, is convex. Choose j so that xj - xj+, 
< +3, < xj-, - xj. Since xj/n -j + 1 > S,, it follows that all the intervals 
Z, = [xj - n26,, xj - (m - +) S,], m = 1,2,3 ,...,n--j+ 1 
lie in [O,xj]. Convexity insures that any subinterval of [O,xj] of length 36, 
contains a member of S. In particular, we conclude that each I,,, contains such 
a member which we call y,. The points x,, x2, . . ., h;; y,, y,, . .., ynPj+, are 
n + 1 in number and they clearly have all mutual distances 2 $3,. This proves 
that E, 2 $3,. 
(We remark that a logarithmically convex sequence is apriori a convex one, 
so that this lemma is applicable to our case.) Next we need a general result 
concerning logarithmically convex sequences. 
LEMMA. Let ix,,} be logarithmically convex anddecreasing. Zfx, > exp 7r(+)‘:*xk, 
then 
Zf, moreover, xj > enxk, then 
k ! Xjl lx a / eU-j- I):2 
x4 3Xk . 
i#I 
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Proof: Call Xj/Sk = eA and k -j = p. Logarithmic convexity insures 
xj, xj i-J/k-J 
0 xi- xk 
= eA!p(i-J) for i> j. (1) 
In particular xi/xj+, 2 eh’p and so, again by logarithmic convexity, 
xj/xJ-, G xj+,/xj G e-A/p. Yet another application of logarithmic convexity 
now gives XJ/Xi < (Xj/Xj-i)‘-i for i <j. Combining these two, yields 
xj - < efVp(i-J) 
xi -.. 
for i <j. (2) 
Applying (1) and (2) to the product (call it P) in question, produces the 
lower bound 
j-l 




eAlp(i-J)) fJ, (1 _ eA!r(J-i)) JQ, e”:P(i-J) 
J-1 
> fi (1 _ e-w92eA:2(~+l)~ 
I-‘= 1 
Now we borrow a simple estimate from the theory of partitions [3], namely 
JJ (1 - e+‘) 2 e-n2/6r. 
Applying this to the above gives, as our lower bound 
p > eh!2(~+1)-~W!3A) (3) 
If h > @J)“~, then h/2 - 7r2/3h > 0, and this is surely al. 
(We remark that the constant expn(+)“2 is best possible for this result.) 
If X > rr, then we have by (3), 
eA lx 
> &~R/3)e(p-I)R/6 >-&-o/2 = -_le(k-J-1)/2 
3 3x, . 
The proof is complete. 
We can now give the proof of Theorem 1. Choose k so that xk/(n - k + 1) 
= S,, and then choose m so that x,,, 2 e”x, > x,,,,, (where we adopt the con- 
vention x0 = m). 
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Now introduce the Lagrange interpolation polynomials pj(x) forj = 1,2, 3, 
. . .) m. These are given by 
(4) 
Lemma 2 is applicable because of our choice of nz, and we obtain 
Ipj@)l s $,(-)I$ forj>nzandO,(x<x,. 
J 
Next we introduce modified interpolation polynomials by setting 
forj<m,whereK=[“-:f’]. (6) 
The crucial step in our proof is the establishment of the following important 
inequality for these modified interpolators. 
LEMMA 3. For x = x,,,,,, x,,,+~, . . . we hate 
Proof. Since each of the qj vanishes at all the points x,+,, x,,,+~, . . ., x,, we 
need only prove our inequality for x = xk+,, xk+2, . . . . Indeed, we will prove 
that it holds throughout [0, xk]. 






xi n-k+ 1’ 
- < 2 < e+ xk and eenK 
1 1 
xj xm sm=%k+l’ 
Thus, by (7) and (6), we have for 0 G x G x,, j G m, 
Applying (5) to this gives us the estimate 
(7) 
lqj(x)~ s ’ .3Xk.e(j+l-k)lZ 
n-k+1 xj 
for 0 G x G x,, j G m. (8) 
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Now multiply by xJ and sum overj. The result is that, throughout [0,x,], 
jz, XJlqj(X)l < n -3F+ 1 2 e(J+1-k)12 
J-1 
= 36, 5 e(J+l-k)/2 < 36, ‘3’ e(J+l-k);2 
J=l j=l 
36 _ny < 3% 
1-e-L~2 l-(1--++&) 
= 86,, 
and the lemma is proved. 
We are now in a position to produce our “good” polynomial approximation 
to the givenf(x) E Y. Namely, choose q(x) as its best Tchebychev approxi- 
mator of degree [(n - /Q/2] over the interval [0,x,+,], and write 
p(x> = 4Cx) + j$, Utxj> - dx)) qLx). (9) 
This polynomial is immediately seen to interpolatef(x) exactly at x,, x2, 
. . ., x,,,. Also its degree is bounded by 
Now let s > m and obtain, from (9), 
Iptxs> -ftxs)I G ldxs) -f(x~>I + .?, If(xJ) - dxs)lh(xs)l* 
An application of Jackson’s theorem [I] yields 
(10) 
Id-4 -f(x)1 G 
xln+1 kl+, 
[(n - /742] + 1 G n _ k + 1 throughout P~Tni,l, (11) 
and among other things this tells us that 
kdxs> -.ftxJ>l G kdxs) -ftxs)I + I.ftxs) -f(xJ)l 
< 2&+, n-k+ 1 
f  XJ < 3xj forj<m<s. w 
Inserting (11) and (12) into (10) gives 
IpCxJ -.f(xS)I 4 n yi+: 1 + 3 5, xjIqj(xs)I* 
An application of Lemma 3 now yields 
(13) 
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Recalling that s,,, r, <:I P.Y~ c : (47/2).x, allows us to conclude from ( 13) that 
iP(x,) -.f(x,)l < 716”. (14) 
Finally, by Lemma 1, (14) becomes iP(xJ -f(x,)I G 1426, and the proof 
is complete. 
Note the remarkable fact that we obtain the same constant (142) for all 
sequences! We not only have efficiency, but “uniform” efficiency! Nothing is 
more than 284 times as good as polynomials (that is, for approximation on 
logarithmically convex sequences). 
The proof of Theorem 2 is a simplified revision of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Choose P(x) as that polynomial of degree < n which interpolates f(x) at 
the points xi, x2, . . ., x,-, ; 0 (f(~) a given member of 9). 
We have, identically, 
fYx)=xC x. 
n-’ f(Xj) -f(O) ‘G X - Xi 
j=l J 
i=, xji +f(O)* 
ifl 
Throughout [0,x,] then, we obtain the estimate 
(15) 
Now note that, 
for i c j, 2 < &j, while for i > j, 3 > ci-j, (17) I Xi 
so that we obtain 
n-l ; 
Q ) 1 - ?i aJ<j<” (1 - ci-‘) ig (ci-j - 1) 
I, 
i#J 
> fi (1 - c~)2c-c+). 
v-1 
(18) 
If we use (18) in (16), we find 
where 
P(x) -f(O)l s XII g (1 - c")-~ ;z; c-(% < Ax,, (19) 
A = fj (1 - c”)-~ ;, c(i). 
Thus, again throughout [0,x,,], we have 
If'(x) -f(x)] s IP(x) -f(O)] + If(O) -f(x)] s Ax,, + x, = (A + 1)~~. (20) 
Since P(x) interpolatesf(s) at xi, x2, . . ., x,,-,, this inequality persists for all 
x,! Theorem 2 follows from this and the simple observation that E, > KY, 
where a = min((l/c) - l,l). 
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We now construct our counterexample. Since the details are quite intricate 
it might be useful if we indicated the simple idea behind it. This is just the fact 
that the massivity of a set can be thrown off (made small) for certain n by the 
existence ofjust one unusually close pair of points. The approximation index 
for polynomials, however, is not so local and will not be made small by just 
one such pair. By exploiting this fact then, we can arrange to have the poly- 
nomial approximation index much larger than the massivity number on 
occasion. 
Here are the details: 
For convenience we will write ck = 2*‘. Set 
k= 1,2,3 ,..., 
and let S be the set consisting of 0 and the numbers 
xj= 2 t,. 
m>l 
Surely these numbers decrease to 0 (even convexly!) Now choose n = ci - 1 
(i large), We claim tirst that, for this n, we have 
2c i+1 En<-. 
Ci+3 




Now definef(x) as follows : For 
and for 
This function satisfies If(x) -f(y)1 G Ix - ~1, and so can be extended (e.g. 
linearly) to become a member of 9’. 
Our main effort will be to prove that for p(x) any polynomial of degree 
< n, we must have If(xJ -p(Xj)I > l/6ci+2 for somej, cfel - 1 <i < cf + cIsl. 
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This will surely prove our nonefficiency assertion since 1/6c, +* is enormously 
larger than ~c,+,/c~+~. 
But first let us pretty things up with some normalization, viz. set 
F(x) = 2ci+2f(xci-l + &) * 
Then F(j) = (-l)j for j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., cl - Ci-1, and F(-k/c,+l) = 1 for k = 1, 
2 , . . ., cl-r. Thereby our problem is exactly expressed as the following: 
THEOREM 3. Letp(x) be of degree < cl. Either there is aj = 0, 1,2, . . ., c1 - cLml 
for which j(-l)J-p(j)l 2 j, or there is a k = 1, 2, . . . . cl-I for which 
11 -PC-klci+Al a 3. 
Indeed, we will prove a generalization : 
THEOREM 4. Let r, s, N be anypositioe integers and 
S= s 
; [(l-t rP)r - (1 - u”)‘](l - u)“-‘du 
s 
; [(l + uN)r (1 - I@-’ + (1 - uN)r (1 + u)“-‘]du ’ 
up(x) is any polynomial of degree <r + s then either 1(-l)’ -p(j) I> 6 
for some j = 0, I, 2, . . ., r, or 11 - p(-k/N) I> 6 for some k = 1, 2, . . ., S. 
To see that Theorem 4 really includes Theorem 3, choose r = ci - Ci-1, 
s=c~-I, N=Ci+,. All we need show is that the resulting 6 is 23. We note in 
fact, that for these values 
2~01(1-~N)r(1+~)S-‘d~<~01(1+~N)r(l-~)I-’d~. 
Indeed, the left side is bound by 2”. The right side is 
> 
and of course (ll/lO)r > (2N)“. 
LEMMA. There exists a polynomial P(x) of degree <r + s for which 
P(j) = (-l)‘(l - a), forj=0,1,2 ,..., r, 
fork= I,2 ,,.., s. 
Proof. Consider the function G(k), k = 1,2, . . ., s, given by 
1 - 6(-1)k - (1 - 6) 2 (-2)‘(-“;.“) 
J-O l- 
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We can express this G(k) as a simple definite integral. Indeed, by the usual 
Beta-function identities we have, for x > 0, 
In particular, for j = 0, this becomes 
1 
I( 1 
,Tl - (-1),+* (r + 1) Ib’ F’(1 - r)‘dt. 
Hence 
(r-:l)-‘~(-2)‘(~~)=(rf l)(-1)‘1’~~(;)(2f)‘(l -r)r-‘tX-‘dr 
J=O 
and so, 
G(k) = j; [[1 - S(-l)k] (1 - t)’ - [l - S](l + 1,1 tk:“-‘dt 
or, with u = t iIN, 
G(k) = j-b [[l - 8(-l)k] (1 - zP)r - [l - 6](1 + uN)j uk-’ du. 




lg:) ([(-u)“-’ -I- 6uk-‘I(1 - UN)r - (1 - 6) (1 + #N)r (-u)k-‘} dz4 
= j; [[(1 - u)s-’ + S(l + @-‘I (1 - zP)r - (1 - 8) (1 + zP)r (1 - ,,-I] du, 
and this, by our very choice of 6, is equal to 0. 
So the (s - 1)th difference of G(k) is 0 and therefore G(k) can be extended 
to be a polynomial of degree <s - 1. 
We need now simply choose, for our P(x) 
p(x) = (1 - 6) 2 (-2)‘(T) + N(-l)r+’ (r + 1) (r ; 1) G(-Nx), 
J=O 
Direct verification shows that this choice satisfies all the requirements of our 
lemma. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Standard sign change counting. If P(x) violated our 
assumption then we would have to have p(O) > P(O), p( 1) < P(l), and, in 
general,p(j)>P(j)forevenj,p(j)<P(jjforoddj,j=O, 1,2, . . . . I’. Also, 
we must have 
and in general&k/N) > P(-k/N) for even k,p(-k/N) < P(-k/N) for odd k; 
k- 1, 2, . . . . s. This would force p(x) -P(x) to have r + s + 1 sign changes 
(and hence r + s zeroes) and this is impossible for a nontrivial polynomial 
of degree <r + s. Q.E.D. 
A close examination of this counterexample, and in fact the simple idea 
behind it, shows that the deviation between E, and the polynomial approxi- 
mation index is large only on rare occasions. Can one produce an S for which 
this vast deviation occurs for all n? Or must there always be a subsequence on 
which polynomials are efficient? 
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